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A second-order differential equation is derived for the electric potential of an electron system with slowly varying density. It includes consistently the first-gradient corrections to both the kinetic energy and the exchange energy. In the regime of high density, the equation reduces to the one derived by Schwinger [Phys. Rev. A 24, 2353 I.
The starting point of the energy-density -functional formalism is the theorem of Hohenberg and Kohn. ' It states that there exists a functional of the electron density which is a minimum for the ground state of the system and this minimum value corresponds to the energy of that state.
I
The functional is not known in general, but there are several regimes for which an approximate form can be derived. One of these is the system with a slowly varying density. In this case, the functional can be generated by gradient expansion techniques and it can be written, in atomic units (lr=e =m =1),
where p is the number of the electrons per unit volume (i.e., p~0 ) and W( r ) is the external Coulomb potential energy of an electron at r. The parameter e is introduced as a formal expansion parameter (at the end we shall put e= 1) and o(e) means terms of order higher than e. The function F(p) has been evaluated from the homogeneous electron gas theory to be F(p) = (3/10)(3 ')' 'p' ' -(3/4) 
The first term gives the well-known Thomas-Fermi expression, the second one the exchange (Dirac) term, and F, is the correlation energy. The correlation energy has been derived in the limit of high density and several approximate expressions are available, which are valid also for lower densities. The function G (p) is G(p) = (1/72)p ' -(7/432m. )(3rr '') ' 'p ' '+ G, (p) 
together with Eq. (7), where only terms of order e should be retained. (9) dF (p) dG 2 dp dp
We must show that this equation agrees with Eq. (5) to first order in~. Equation (9) 
